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▶ Originally:Flipped learning with YouTube
lectures and online questions on Moodle.
▶ COVID-19 situation: Online self-learning.

With random assignment feature, we can
simulate randomness of MCQ.

https://moodle.org/
a Learning Management Systems
free with no lincensing fee,
works on ≒80,000 sites/230 countries.
What one can do on Moodle?
àEach Lecture consists of “Topics”.
àEach Topic consists of “Activities”:e.g.
Quizzes,feedbacks,links, web contents, assignments,...

àEach Quiz consists of “questions”.
Questions are stored in the question bank,
which can be categorized.
Each Question or Category can be imported
/exported as XML-format text file.
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On generation of abundant of MCQ,
the following points should be noted.
▶ There sould be no BUG!
▶ Appropriate feedback messages should
be implemented.
As for the first point, Once deployed
on the quiz and some students
answered them, the questions could
not be deleted. If the 100𝑛 questions
has bugs, then we should check the
100𝑛-questions and fix manually. This
is almost impossible.
As for the second one, this is quite
important for the students’ selflearning. Appropriate messages will
notice them their misunderstanding
or lack of understanding.

Student Comments

Note. Some LMS does not support this important feature.

From the enquete(feedback of Moodle,
2020,Linear Algebra I):

Feedback examples
Question type on Moodle
Several question types available. Mainly use:
▶ Multiple choice question(MCQ)
▶ STACK question plugin
Other question types: True/false,Drug& Drop
text or image/Sorting questions.
Note: STACK can generate MCQ type questions,
but the feedback messages not supported.
i.e. Only judge correctness.
Note: On the Moodle quiz, questions can be
randomly assigned from the specified category.

Matrix

Each matrix below is ’determinant=0’ or is
is Regular.elementary transformed from this matrix.

Choose all matrices, which determinant is 0.

Yes! Two columns are same or one is scalar multiplied
of the other, so this determinant is 0.
Yes! This has a zero row vector!

No! This is 𝑃𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑗; 𝑐)-type transformed from the
original one.

https://github.com/maths/moodle-qtype_stack
▶ Using Maxima, free CAS†
† Computer Algebra System
▶ Question data consist of question variables,
question text, forms for students’ answers,
check variables, and Potential Response
Tree(PRT).
▶ PRT is a tree, with true/false branch(below).
▶ STACK can deal with MCQ, but cannot give
corresponding messages according to students
input.

Generator Program (Mathematica)
Input the common library for the generation.

Title and Category.

Correct answers generator
Incorrect answers generator

⋮

Conclusion and ToDo
MCQ is easy to input answer, but it is
not necessarily easy to answer correctly.
In general, as for online questions, we
should take care the question design,
essentially the feedback messages.
We want to develep “Anti-Cheating
Questions”,
which are easy to
input answers, but require deep
understanding to solve and answer
correctly even cheating via CAS(like as
Wolfram Alpha).
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Write to a XML file.

More complicated one

▶ The numerical value changes automatically,
so I feel that it was very useful for practicing
the calculation and helping to fully
understand the contents.

Options

Examples of PRT

Basic patterns

▶ There was a lot of exercises, but thanks to
that, I think I coud deal with the final test fine.

No! This is 𝑄𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑗; 𝑐)-type transformed from the
original one.

No! This is 𝑅𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑗)-type transformed from the
original one.

About STACK

▶ Want explanation of the exercises.
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